Abstract We explain how the emergent phenomenon of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking ensures that Poincaré covariant analyses of the three valencequark scattering problem in continuum quantum field theory yield a picture of the nucleon as a Borromean bound-state, in which binding arises primarily through the sum of two separate contributions. One involves aspects of the non-Abelian character of Quantum Chromodynamics that are expressed in the strong running coupling and generate tight, dynamical color-antitriplet quark-quark correlations in the scalar-isoscalar and pseudovector-isotriplet channels. This attraction is magnified by quark exchange associated with diquark breakup and reformation, which is required in order to ensure that each valence-quark participates in all diquark correlations to the complete extent allowed by its quantum numbers. Combining these effects, we arrive at a properly antisymmetrised Faddeev wave function for the nucleon and calculate, e.g. the flavor-separated versions of the Dirac and Pauli form factors and the proton's leading-twist parton distribution amplitude. We conclude that available data and planned experiments are capable of validating the proposed picture.
Introduction
The proton is the core of the hydrogen atom, lies at the heart of every nucleus, and has never been observed to decay; but it is nevertheless a composite object, whose properties and interactions are determined by its valence-quark content: u + u + d, i.e. two up (u) quarks and one down (d) quark. So far as is now known [1] , bound-states seeded by two valence-quarks do not exist; and the only two-body composites are those associated with a valence-quark and -antiquark, i.e. mesons. These features are supposed to derive from color confinement. Suspected to emerge in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), confinement is an empirical reality; but there is no universally agreed theoretical understanding [2] .
Such observations lead one to a position from which the proton may be viewed as a Borromean bound-state, viz. a system constituted from three bodies, no two of which can combine to produce an independent, asymptotic twobody bound-state. In QCD the complete picture of the proton is more complicated, owing, in large part, to the loss of particle number conservation in quantum field theory and the concomitant frame-and scale-dependence of any Fock space expansion of the proton's wave function [3, 4, 5, 6] . Notwithstanding that, the Borromean analogy provides an instructive perspective from which to consider both quantum mechanical models and continuum treatments of the nucleon bound-state problem.
Diquark correlations
Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB) is another of QCD's emergent phenomena. It explains how a nearly massless current light quark acquires a momentum-dependent mass, namely the constituent quark mass, due to its interaction with the gluon medium; and delivers a mass-function whose value at infrared momenta explains 98% of the proton mass. DCSB also ensures the existence of nearly-massless pseudo-Goldstone modes (pions) and, in the presence of these modes, no flux-tube between a static color source and sink can have a measurable existence. To verify this statement, consider such a tube being stretched between a source and sink. The potential energy accumulated within the tube may increase only until it reaches that required to produce a particle-antiparticle pair of the theory's pseudo-Goldstone modes. Simulations of lattice-regularised QCD (lQCD) show [7, 8] that the flux-tube then disappears instantaneously along its entire length, leaving two isolated color-singlet systems. The length-scale associated with this effect in QCD is around 1/3 fm and hence if any such string forms, it would dissolve well within hadron interiors.
Another equally important consequence of DCSB is less well known. Namely, any interaction capable of creating pseudo-Goldstone modes as bound-states of a light dressed-quark and -antiquark, and reproducing the measured value of their leptonic decay constants, will necessarily also generate strong colorantitriplet correlations between any two dressed quarks contained within a In the nucleon rest frame, this term describes that piece of the quark-scalar-diquark relative momentum correlation which possesses zero intrinsic quark-diquark orbital angular momentum, i.e. L = 0 before the propagator lines are reattached to form the Faddeev wave function. We denote p = P/3 − pq and cos θ = p · P/ p 2 P 2 . The amplitude is normalized such that its U 0 Chebyshev moment is unity at |p| = 0.
nucleon (and kindred baryons). Although a rigorous proof within QCD cannot be claimed, this assertion is based upon an accumulated body of evidence, gathered in two decades of studying two-and three-body bound-state problems in hadron physics (see, for instance, Refs. [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] ). No realistic counter examples are known; and the existence of such diquark correlations is also supported by lQCD [22, 23] .
Nucleon structure
The existence of tight diquark correlations considerably simplifies analyses of the three valence-quark scattering problem and hence the baryon bound state, in particular the nucleon case, because it reduces that task to solving a Poincaré covariant Faddeev equation [10] depicted in the left panel of Fig. 1 . The three-gluon vertex is not explicitly part of the bound-state kernel in this picture of the nucleon. Instead, one capitalizes on the fact that phase-space factors materially enhance two-body interactions over n ≥ 3-body interactions and exploits the dominant role played by diquark correlations in the two-body subsystems. Then, whilst an explicit three-body term might affect fine details of nucleon structure, the dominant effect of non-Abelian multi-gluon vertices is expressed in the formation of diquark correlations. Such a nucleon is then a compound system whose properties and interactions are primarily determined by the quark+diquark structure evident in the left panel of Fig. 1 . A nucleon (and kindred baryons) described by the left panel of Fig. 1 is a Borromean bound-state, the binding within which has two contributions. One part is expressed in the formation of tight diquark correlations. That is augmented, however, by attraction generated by the quark exchange depicted in the shaded area of the left panel of Fig. 1 . This exchange ensures that diquark correlations within the nucleon are fully dynamical: no quark holds a special place because each one participates in all diquarks to the fullest extent allowed by its quantum numbers. The continual rearrangement of the quarks guarantees, inter alia, that the nucleon's dressed-quark wave function complies with Pauli statistics.
It is important to highlight that both scalar-isoscalar and pseudovectorisotriplet diquark correlations feature within a nucleon. The relative probability of scalar versus pseudovector diquarks in a nucleon is a dynamical statement. Realistic computations predict a scalar diquark strength of approximately 62% [16, 17, 18, 24] . As will become clear, this prediction can be tested by contemporary experiments.
The quark+diquark structure of the nucleon is elucidated in the right panel of Fig. 1 , which depicts the leading component of its Faddeev amplitude: with the notation of Ref. [16] , S 1 (|p|, cos θ), computed using the Faddeev kernel described therein. This function describes a piece of the quark+scalar-diquark relative momentum correlation. Notably, in this solution of a realistic Faddeev equation there is strong variation with respect to both arguments. Support is concentrated in the forward direction, cos θ > 0, so that alignment of p and P is favored; and the amplitude peaks at (|p| ≃ M N /6, cos θ = 1), whereat p q ≈ P/2 ≈ p d and hence the natural relative momentum is zero. In the antiparallel direction, cos θ < 0, support is concentrated at |p| = 0, i.e. p q ≈ P/3, p d ≈ 2P/3.
Nucleon current
The Poincaré-covariant photon-nucleon interaction current is:
where P i (P f ) is the momentum of the incoming (outgoing) nucleon;
The functions F 1,2 are, respectively, the Dirac and Pauli form factors: F 1 (0) expresses the bound-state's electric charge and F 2 (0) its anomalous magnetic moment, κ N =n,p . The Sachs electric and magnetic form factors are, respectively,
Left panel of Fig. 2 depicts the ratio of proton electric and magnetic form factors,
. A series of experiments [25, 26, 27, 28] has determined that R EM (Q 2 ) decreases almost linearly with Q 2 and might become negative for Q 2 8 GeV 2 . A clear conclusion from the left panel of Fig. 2 is that pseudovector diquark correlations have little influence on the momentum dependence of R EM (Q 2 ). Their contribution is indicated by the dotted (blue) curve, which was obtained by setting the scalar diquark component of the proton's Faddeev amplitude to zero and renormalizing the result to unity at Q 2 = 0. As apparent from the dot-dashed (red) curve, the evolution of R EM (Q 2 ) with Q 2 is primarily determined by the 
Fig. 2 Left panel:
Computed ratio of proton electric and magnetic form factors. Curves: solid (black) -full result, determined from the complete proton Faddeev wave function and current; dot-dashed (red) -momentum-dependence of scalar-diquark contribution; dashed (green) -momentum-dependence produced by that piece of the scalar diquark contribution to the proton's Faddeev wave function which is purely S-wave in the rest-frame; dotted (blue) -momentum-dependence of pseudovector diquark contribution. All partial contributions have been renormalized to produce unity at Q 2 = 0. Data: circles (blue) [25] ; squares (green) [26] ; asterisks (brown) [27] ; and diamonds (purple) [28] . Right panel: Proton ratio
The legend is as above. Experimental data taken from Ref. [29] .
proton's scalar diquark component. However, the dashed (green) curve reveals something more, i.e. components of the nucleon associated with quark-diquark orbital angular momentum L = 1 in the nucleon rest frame are critical in explaining the data. Notably, the presence of such components is an inescapable consequence of solving a realistic Poincaré-covariant Faddeev equation.
The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the proton's ratio:
As in the R EM case, the momentum dependence of R 21 (x) is principally determined by the scalar diquark component of the proton and the rest-frame L = 1 terms are again seen to be critical in explaining the data.
The Hall A Collaboration of JLab [30] released in 2011 precise data of the neutron's electric form factor up to Q 2 = 3.4 GeV 2 . This allowed, for the first time, an analysis of the u-and d-quark contributions of the Dirac and Pauli form factors of the proton on a sizable domain of momentum transfer [29] . /κ u on x < 2 but this ordering is reversed on x > 2; and (iii) in both cases the d-quark contribution falls dramatically on x > 3 whereas the u-quark contribution remains roughly constant. Our calculations are in semi-quantitative agreement with the empirical data. They reproduce the qualitative behaviour and also predict a zero in
1 is a measure of the relative probability of finding pseudovector and scalar diquarks in the proton: with all other things held equal, the zero moves toward x = 0 as the probability of finding a pseudovector diquark within the proton increases. It is natural to seek an explanation for the pattern of behaviour in Fig. 3 . We have emphasized that the proton contains scalar and pseudovector diquark correlations. The dominant piece of its Faddeev wave function is u[ud]; namely, a u-quark in tandem with a [ud] scalar correlation, which produces 62% of the proton's normalization [16, 24] . If this were the sole component, then photon-dquark interactions within the proton would receive a 1/x suppression on x > 1, because the d-quark is sequestered in a soft correlation, whereas a spectator u-quark is always available to participate in a hard interaction. At large x = Q 2 /M 2 N , therefore, scalar diquark dominance leads one to expect
Available data are consistent with this prediction but measurements at x > 4 are necessary for confirmation.
Nucleon parton distribution amplitude
Extreme challenges are faced when the constituents of a hadron are light. Most of these difficulties are related with the fact that particle-number is not conserved and thus a probability interpretation of the hadron's wave function is lost. This can be circumvented by using a light-front formulation because eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian are then independent of the system's fourmomentum [4, 6] .
The light-front wave function of a hadron with momentum P and spin λ, Ψ (P, λ), is complicated. In terms of perturbation theory's partons, Ψ (P, λ) has a countably-infinite Fock-space expansion, with the N -parton term depending on 3N momentum variables, constrained such that their sum yields P , with a similar constraint on their spin (and flavor). Fortunately, collinear factorization in the treatment of hard exclusive processes entails that much can be gained merely by studying hadron leading-twist parton distribution amplitudes (PDAs) [36, 37, 38] . Such a PDA is obtained from the simplest term in the Fock-space expansion, e.g. meson, quark-antiquark (N = 2) or baryon, three-quark (N = 3), with the constituents' light-front transverse momenta integrated out to a given scale, ζ. In the isospin-symmetry limit, the proton possesses one independent leadingtwist (twist-three) PDA [39] , denoted φ([x]; ζ) herein:
where n The proton's leading-twist PDA, φ([x]), can be computed once the Poincaré-covariant wave function of the proton is in hand. In Ref. [40] , we have used simple perturbation theory integral representations (PTIRs) for all elements in the Faddeev wave function depicted in Fig. 1 , therewith defining models constrained by the best available solutions of the continuum three-valence-body bound-state equations. Figure 4 shows our calculation of the leading-twist PDA of the ground-state nucleon and compares it with QCD's asymptotic limit. One can see that φ([x]) is broader than φ cl N ([x]) and decreases monotonically away from its maximum in all directions. Moreover, the observed asymmetry is due to the presence and relative weight of scalar and pseudovector diquark correlations inside the proton: the presence of pseudovector correlations is essential.
Summary
We explained how the emergent phenomenon of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking ensures that Poincaré covariant analyses of the three valence-quark scattering problem in continuum quantum field theory yield a picture of the nucleon as a Borromean bound-state, in which binding arises primarily through the sum of two separate contributions. One involves aspects of the non-Abelian character of QCD that are expressed in the strong running coupling and generate tight, dynamical color-antitriplet quark-quark correlations in the isoscalar scalar and isovector-pseudovector channels. This attraction is magnified by quark exchange associated with diquark breakup and reformation, which is required in order to ensure that each valence-quark participates in all diquark correlations to the complete extent allowed by its quantum numbers.
